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This article describes Surge, a nested data-parallel programming system designed to simplify the porting
and tuning of parallel applications to multiple target architectures. Surge decouples high-level specification
of computations, expressed using a C++ programming interface, from low-level implementation details using
two first-class constructs: schedules and policies. Schedules describe the valid ways in which data-parallel
operators may be implemented, while policies encapsulate a set of parameters that govern platform-specific
code generation. These two mechanisms are used to implement a code generation system that analyzes
computations and automatically generates a search space of valid platform-specific implementations. An
input and architecture-adaptive autotuning system then explores this search space to find optimized implementations. We express in Surge five real-world benchmarks from domains such as machine learning and
sparse linear algebra and from the high-level specifications, Surge automatically generates CPU and GPU
implementations that perform on par with or better than manually optimized versions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Parallel architectures are becoming increasingly diverse. With high-performance code
being commonly customized to specific low-level architectural features, the cost of developing and maintaining performance-portable applications is also getting higher. In
this article, we introduce a new programming system, named Surge, which supports
decoupling the high-level specification of computations from their implementation details using first class constructs. This separation enables Surge to easily generate a
search space of multiple low-level, architecture-specific implementations from the same
specification. Expert users or automatic performance tuning systems (autotuners) are
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then able to navigate this search space to find the best implementation for a given
execution context (architecture and input dataset).
Surge consists of a programming interface, implemented purely as a C++ library,
and separate code generation and autotuning subsystems. The programming interface
is based on nested data parallelism, which is a generalization of flat data parallelism;
in nested data parallelism, subcomputations of a data-parallel computation may themselves be data-parallel [Blelloch 1992]. It is a powerful abstraction for expressing a
variety of parallel computations; further, the algorithmic hierarchy in nested dataparallelism maps naturally to modern processors, many of which have hierarchically
organized execution and storage resources (such as GPUs).
The separation between nested data-parallel specification and implementation is
achieved using two constructs in the programming interface: schedules and policies.
These represent different levels of abstraction with respect to code generation: Schedules characterize the dependence structure of data-parallel operators, independent of
hardware-specific details, while policies encapsulate a set of optimization parameters
that govern low-level code generation on various hardware platforms. This two-level
design makes targeting new platforms easier and provides a systematic way of automatically generating a search space of valid implementations, which we then navigate
using an autotuner. The resulting system is easy to use for application developers
but still provides performance that is on par with or better than manually optimized
implementations for a variety of computations.
While there exist other nested data-parallel programming systems, most automatically employ flattening and then rely on flat data-parallel mappings [Blelloch 1992;
Chakravarty et al. 2007; Bergstrom et al. 2013]. Copperhead [Catanzaro et al. 2011]
and CuNesl [Zhang and Mueller 2012] provide architecture-specific mapping of nested
data parallelism to the hierarchical structure of GPUs, but this mapping is embedded
in their compiler implementations and not exposed to autotuning. The concept of separating specification and implementation has appeared in flat data-parallel models [Bell
and Hoberock 2011; Jones and Singh 2009] and in systems that target specific domains
such as image processing [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013] and graph workloads [Prountzos
et al. 2012]. In addition, recent work has explored the integration of autotuning into
parallel programming systems [Chang et al. 2016; Steuwer et al. 2015]. In contrast,
Surge uniquely offers the generality and ease-of-use of a nested data-parallel system
and the portability of separating implementation and autotuning.
This article makes the following contributions:
—Describes a new nested data-parallel programming interface, implemented as a C++
library, that decouples high-level specification of computations from low-level implementation details using two constructs: schedules and policies.
—Introduces techniques to automatically analyze nested data-parallel specifications
and generate a search space of valid low-level platform-specific code using schedules
and policies. Autotuning then selects the best implementation for the execution
context.
—Demonstrates Surge is capable of achieving performance on par with or better than
manually optimized CUDA and OpenMP implementations across five benchmark
applications.
2. PROGRAMMING INTERFACE

Surge exposes a nested data-parallel programming interface, implemented as a C++
library. Programs written using this interface can be compiled to platform-specific code
using a standard C++11 compiler. Table I lists the currently supported data-parallel
operators, and Listing 1 shows an example of how they may be used to express sparse
matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV). A basic sequence type, denoting a view over
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Table I. Current Data-Parallel Operators in Surge. Parameters in Square Brackets Are Optional
Operator
map(f, s1 , . . . , sn)
reduce(⊕, s, p)
reduce_by_key(⊕, s,
k, p)
scan(f, s, p)
gather(s, idx)
scatter(s, idx, d)
range(s, e, [stride])
replicate(v, len)
zip(s1 ,. . . ,sn)
split(s, l)
cyclic(s, l)
join(s1 , . . . , sn)
striding(s, stride)
reverse(s)
nest(s, i)

Description
Produces sequence (f(s1 [0], . . . , sn[0]), f(s1 [1], . . . , sn[1]), . . .)
Produces the result (p ⊕ s[0] ⊕ s[1] ⊕ . . .) for a commutative and
associative operator ⊕
Performs segmented reduction of sequence s with key sequence k. Prefix p
represents the initial value of reduction.
Produces sequence y s.t. y[0] = p and y[i] = f(y[i-1],s[i-1]) for
associative operator f
Produces sequence y s.t. y[i] = s[idx[i]]
Updates sequence d s.t. d[idx[i]] = s[i]
Produces sequence with values ranging from s to e with stride stride
Synthesizes sequence s of length len s.t. s[i] = v for all i
Produces sequence x s.t. x[0]=s1 [0], . . . , sn[0], x[1]=s1 [1], . . . ,
sn[1], . . .
Produces nested sequence x from s s.t. each sub-sequence of x is a tile of s of
size l
Produces nested sequence x from s s.t. x is the transpose of nested sequence
created by split(s, l)
Produces
n sequence (x1 , . . . , xni ) s.t. x1 ∈ s1 , x2 ∈ s2 , . . . &
i ∈ [0, i=1
len(si ))
Produces strided sequence from s of stride stride
Produces the reversed sequence of s
Produces a nested sequence from s with subsequence offsets i

Listing 1. Surge code for Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV). See the Appendix for the full code
listing and Section 5.2 for a more detailed description.

contiguous one-dimensional data, is also provided. More complex types of sequences
can be built up using operators such as nest, as described in Table I. In Listing 1, for example, s_matrix and s_indices are nested sequences (represented internally using the
compressed sparse row (CSR) matrix format) constructed from the flat one-dimensional
sequences s_nonzeros and s_column_indices, respectively, and the same row offset
sequence s_row_offsets; each element of s_matrix and s_indices thus represents a
single row of nonzeros and corresponding column indices of the original matrix.
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For each computation in the program, Surge builds an expression sequence to capture
the nesting structure of its data-parallel operators. Each element of an expression
sequence E is a single data-parallel operator, and, given two elements e and f in E,
f follows e in the sequence (represented as e  f ) only if the operator corresponding
to f is nested within that of e in the computation. In the SpMV example (Listing 1),
the outermost map (line 9) iterates over matrix rows, and the reduce operator on line
17 operates on these rows and is nested within the map. The corresponding expression
sequence is therefore mapreduce. Note that the gather and map on lines 13 and 15,
respectively, are not part of the nesting structure; instead they are arguments to reduce
and are fused into it as explained in Section 4.
An expression sequence is an abstract entity and can be realized in hardware in
multiple ways. For example, on CUDA, two different implementations of the SpMV
expression sequence can be obtained by either assigning each iteration of the outermost map to a thread or to a logical CUDA warp (power-of-two contiguous group of
threads that are at most the physical warp size); the former corresponds to the CSRScalar implementation and the latter to CSR-Vector, as described in Bell and Garland
[2009]. To bind an expression sequence to a concrete hardware implementation, Surge
introduces two new constructs in the interface: schedules and policies. A schedule,
when associated with a data-parallel operator, characterizes the dependence structure of that operator, constraining the ways in which it may be implemented; these
constraints can then be systematically relaxed to obtain platform-independent implementation strategies. Policies, on the other hand, provide fine-grained control over
low-level, platform-specific implementation details by encapsulating the parameters
that drive code generation. By exposing schedules and policies in the programming
interface, as opposed to embedding them deep in the code generation infrastructure,
both autotuners and expert programmers are able to easily experiment with multiple
implementations for a computation. We describe schedules and policies in more detail
in Section 3.
For performance-portable code generation, we believe that decoupling computations
from their implementations alone is not enough: It is equally important to be able
to reason about implementation strategies for computations in a purely platformindependent manner; targeting a new platform then reduces to the problem of finding
ways to customize these strategies for that platform. Surge achieves this by keeping
the concepts of schedule and policy separate. In contrast, a system that generates
platform-specific implementations directly from high-level specifications (regardless
of whether they are decoupled or not) must re-implement its entire code generation
infrastructure for each new platform.
Invoking the execute function initiates the process of binding the expression sequence to a concrete implementation. It has the following form:
execute(expr, [destination, platform, schedule, policy])
Here expr is the nested data-parallel computation, and the optional destination argument specifies where to copy the results of the computation. The platform argument is
used to specify the target hardware platform. Surge currently supports two platforms:
GPUs and x86 CPUs through CUDA C++ and OpenMP, respectively. If this argument
is left unspecified, it defaults to CUDA C++. Schedules and policies may be specified
through the schedule and policy parameters, respectively; in this article, they are
inferred automatically via autotuning (as described in Section 3). The values of the parameters platform, schedule, and policy determine a unique implementation for the
computation in expr. Once specified, expr is automatically compiled to either CUDA
C++ or OpenMP code using static meta-programming (described in Section 4) and a
standard C++ compiler.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Surge code generator.
Table II. List of Surge Schedules
Schedule
independent
cooperative
sequential

Description
Permits the use of multiple execution resources working in parallel
Permits multiple resources, but they may additionally coordinate with each other
Permits the use of a single thread

3. CODE GENERATION AND AUTOTUNING

The Surge code generator analyzes nested data-parallel computations in the program
and for each one, systematically enumerates the set of semantically valid schedules
and policies. The code generator is implemented as a set of Python modules. Figure 1
provides an overview of the code generation process.
3.1. Computation Analysis

The job of the analyzer is to extract the expression sequence and platform information for each computation in the program. We avoid using a full-fledged C++ parser
for this and instead rely on a lightweight introspection mechanism. The analyzer
recompiles the input program with the macro INTROSPECTION_MODE defined; this instructs Surge to pretty-print the expression sequence and platform information of the
computation instead of evaluating it. The resulting program is run and its output is
parsed by the analyzer. As a concrete example, see Listing 8 in the Appendix; here, the
INTROSPECTION_MODE macro is automatically defined in the surge_config.h file (line 15)
and is included before the execute.h header (line 19), thus enabling it to change the
behavior of the execute function. Since expression sequence elements are encoded as
templated types (as described in Section 4), static meta-programming is used to recursively traverse the expression sequence and print out its information. This is similar
to the approach in VexCL for implementing its symbolic type [Demidov et al. 2016].
3.2. Schedule Enumeration

Schedules are defined in terms of execution resources, which are platform-specific units
capable of carrying out a data-parallel operation. Examples of execution resources include threads, CUDA warps, OpenMP thread-pools, and so on. Surge currently supports
three schedules: independent, cooperative, and sequential (Table II). Schedules are
nested to correspond with the nesting structure of the associated expression sequence.
For the SpMV code, an example valid schedule is independentcooperative: The
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 13, No. 4, Article 47, Publication date: December 2016.
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Table III. Schedule Lookup Table for Surge Operators

Operator(s)
map, gather, scatter, range, replicate, zip, join, striding,
reverse
split, cyclic, nest
reduce, reduce_by_key, scan

Strongest Schedule
independent
independentindependent
cooperative

Fig. 2. (a) SpMV schedule construction and rewriting and (b) how various SpMV schedules may be implemented in CUDA; in this example, the input matrix (gray boxes) has 12 nonzeros (blue boxes) and
3 rows.

outermost map can process its elements independently, whereas the inner reduce (vector
dot product) requires a cooperation stage among threads if implemented in parallel.
Schedule enumeration refers to the process of discovering the set of valid schedules
for a given expression sequence and platform. It consists of two phases: (1) schedule
construction and rewriting and (2) platform-specific pruning. Before describing schedule enumeration, we first introduce the schedule rewrite rules, which make it possible
to transform one schedule to another in a well-defined manner:
independent → sequential
cooperative → sequential.
We define the strength binary relation over the set of schedules as follows: A schedule
s1 is said to be stronger than schedule s2 iff s2 can be obtained from s1 by following the
rewrite rules in Surge. Operators implemented using a schedule s can always be implemented using any schedule weaker than s. For example, a map operator, implemented
using the independent schedule, can always also be implemented using the weaker
sequential schedule. On nested schedules, rewrite rules are applied one at a time on
individual elements.
Schedule Construction and Rewriting. The first step of schedule enumeration is
inferring the strongest nested schedule for the given expression sequence—this is the
schedule construction phase. Elements of the input expression sequence are traversed
in order, and a schedule lookup table (shown in Table III) is consulted to obtain the
corresponding element in the strongest schedule’s sequence.1 The strongest obtained
schedule is then systematically rewritten to obtain the set of all its weaker schedules.
Figure 2(a) depicts schedule construction and rewriting for the SpMV example from
Listing 1, and Figure 2(b) visualizes how the generated schedules may be implemented
on the CUDA platform.
1 Note:

nonassociativity of floating-point operations is not considered during this mapping.
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Table IV. List of Tunable Parameters
Parameter(s)
block_size_x, block_size_y, logical_warp_size
grain_size, block_reduce_algo, block_scan_algo,
block_scan_grain_size
num_threads, enable_nesting
omp_schedule, chunk_size
execution_resource, enable_unroll

Type
Global
Local

Platform
CUDA
CUDA

Global
Local
Local

OpenMP
OpenMP
CUDA/OpenMP

Platform-Specific Pruning. While generated schedules are guaranteed to be semantically valid, they may not always be directly implementable on the given platform.
For example, since CUDA only supports two levels of parallelism on a single GPU (at
the thread block or warp level and at the thread level), any schedule after nesting
level 2 must be sequential. Surge thus defines a set of schedule constraints for each
platform, and any schedules that violate one or more of these constraints are removed
from further consideration.
3.3. Policy Enumeration

A policy for an expression sequence E consists of a set of global and local parameters;
the former affect the implementation of the entire computation, while the latter that of
the associated element of E. An example of a global parameter is warp_size in CUDA,
which specifies the number of threads in a logical CUDA warp, while that of a local
parameter is omp_schedule, which specifies the OpenMP loop schedule to use. Table IV
lists the parameters currently supported by Surge.
As shown in Figure 1, the final stage of the code generation process is policy enumeration. Let S be the set of valid schedules produced for expression sequence E and
platform B. The policy enumerator, for each s ∈ S, generates a set of platform-specific
optimization parameter values that dictates how the tuple E, B, s is implemented in
hardware. We now describe the two phases of policy enumeration: optimization parameter inference and search space generation.
Optimization Parameter Inference. The set of valid optimization parameters T is
given by:


T =
G(E,B,s) ∪ Get-Parameters(E, B, s) ,
s∈S

where G is the set of global parameters, and Get-Parameters (shown in Algorithm 1)
is a function that returns the set of valid local parameters for each E, B, s tuple. The
inferred parameters for the schedules in the SpMV example (see Figure 2(a)) are shown
in Table V.
ALGORITHM 1: Parameter Inference
1: function GET-PARAMETERS(E, B, s)
2:
#E: Expression sequence of form O1 O2  · · · Onφ
3:
#s: Schedule sequence of form s1 s2  · · · snφ
4:
#B: Platform
5:
if E = φ then return ()
6:
else
7:
t ← parameter-set[O1 , s1 , B]
8:
E’ ← O2 O3  · · · Onφ
9:
s’ ← s2 s3  · · · snφ
10:
return t ∪ GET-PARAMETERS(E’, B, s’)
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Table V. Inferred Parameters for each SpMV Schedule. The Subscripts Denote Nesting Depths

Schedule
independentcooperative

independentsequential

sequentialcooperative

sequentialsequential

Inferred Parameters (CUDA)
block_size_x,
block_size_y,
logical_warp_size,
grain_size1 ,
block_reduce_algo2
block_size_x,
block_size_y,
logical_warp_size,
grain_size1 ,
enable_unroll2
block_size_x, block_size_y,
logical_warp_size,
block_reduce_algo2
block_size_x, block_size_y,
logical_warp_size,
enable_unroll1 , enable_unroll2

Inferred Parameters
(OpenMP)
num_threads, enable_nesting,
omp_schedule1 , chunk_size1 ,
omp_schedule2 , chunk_size2

num_threads, enable_nesting,
omp_schedule1 , chunk_size1 ,
enable_unroll2

num_threads, enable_nesting,
omp_schedule2 , chunk_size2 ,
enable_unroll1
enable_unroll1 , num_threads,
enable_nesting, enable_unroll2

Fig. 3. Overview of the Surge framework and its interaction with the autotuner.

Search Space Generation. Each parameter t ∈ T can take on a set of values. If r
is a function that takes a 
parameter as input
 and outputs the list of its valid values,
then the search space is t∈T r(t), where
denotes a Cartesian product. However,
since not all points in this space may be valid on the given platform, search space
generation is followed by a pruning phase that discards points that violate platformspecific constraints. For example, while the maximum dimension size of a CUDA thread
block along the x- and y-axes is 1,024 each, the total number of threads per block
(product of x- and y-axis dimensions) is also restricted to 1,024 on current GPUs such
as the NVIDIA Tesla K20c.
3.4. Autotuning

The code generation approach from the previous section produces a search space of
functionally equivalent implementations (called code variants) for each computation.
To automate the selection of which version is most appropriate for a given execution context, we rely on autotuning. The Surge framework and its interaction with
the autotuner is depicted in Figure 3. While autotuning is becoming widely used as
part of programming systems [Chang et al. 2016; Steuwer et al. 2015], a few search
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 13, No. 4, Article 47, Publication date: December 2016.
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frameworks can be used as stand-alone tools [Tiwari et al. 2009; Hartono et al. 2009;
Muralidharan et al. 2014; Ansel et al. 2014]. In this article, we use Nitro for code
variant selection [Muralidharan et al. 2014]. Nitro facilitates code variant selection
that fully adapts to execution context; it adapts to the architecture as well as the
input dataset. Since nested data parallelism specifically operates on multi-dimensional
(nested) data, having the ability to adapt to input data characteristics is valuable.
The programmer provides a set of training inputs that are representative of input
datasets; synthetic inputs can be used for regular codes whose performance is only
dependent on problem size, but representative inputs are needed for irregular nested
data-parallel computations such as SpMV. For each training input, the autotuner builds
a feature vector that encodes the input’s characteristics and measures the performance
of each code variant in the search space to find the best-performing one. Surge infers
three features automatically by analyzing the structure of the first input sequence
used by the computation: (1) length of the input sequence, (2) aspect ratio for uniformly nested sequences, and (3) average row length for irregularly nested sequences
(obtained through the nest operator, for example). Nitro builds a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Vapnik 1998] model in this offline training phase (Figure 3 (top)) and
stores it as a text file on disk. The model maps from features of the input dataset
to code variants and is automatically loaded and consulted at application runtime to
select an optimal variant for the given input (Figure 3 (bottom)).
4. TRANSLATION TO TARGET-SPECIFIC CODE

The Surge programming interface is a domain-specific embedded language [Hudak
1996] with C++ as the host. The primary entities in the programming interface, namely
operators, schedules, policies, and platforms, are all implemented as types to enable
static meta-programming. In particular, Surge overloads operators to act as type constructors, as in the expression template idiom [Veldhuizen 1995], to construct the
expression sequence at compile time. This enables the hardware realization of operators to be deferred until an appropriate implementation context (platform, schedule,
and policy) is available. As a concrete example, consider map: It is recorded as the
type transformed_sequence<F, S1 , S2 , . . .>, where F is the function being applied
to every element of sequences Si . Since a map’s iterations can be executed independently, transformed_sequence correspondingly provides the subscript operator to realize each individual iteration independently. Thus, in Listing 1, the spmv variable on
line 7 is a transformed_sequence, and spmv[0] calls the lambda function defined on
line 9 with arguments (s_matrix[0], s_indices[0]); this returns an object of type
reduced_sequence, corresponding to the reduce operator on line 17.
With the expression sequence constructed, a set of nested computation kernels, defined for each platform, is used to realize computations. Each kernel implements a set
of E, B, S, P tuples, where E is the expression sequence, B is the platform, S is the
schedule, and P is the policy. Representing schedules and policies as separate types
enables us to utilize the C++ substitution failure is not an error (SFINAE) idiom and
function overloading to define both generic and highly specialized computation kernels
conveniently. For example, Listing 2 shows a simple kernel that realizes any valid operator bound with the independent schedule on CUDA. In contrast, the type signature of
a kernel specialized for the tuple reduce_by_key_, CUDA, cooperativeindependent,
_ is as follows:
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Listing 2. Sample CUDA nested computation kernel for the independent schedule.

and for the tuple _, CUDA, independentcooperative, execution_resource=cuda_
warp, · · ·  is as follows:

Targeting New Architectures. Implementing support for a new architecture involves
defining a new platform type, and corresponding tunable parameters and nested computation kernels. As described above, the two-layered schedule+policy approach provides a great amount of flexibility while implementing new computation kernels: Programmers can start with fairly generic kernels and then specialize incrementally. This
separation also reduces the effort required to add automatic code generation support,
as every phase of the code generator need not be re-implemented; instead, only the
platform-specific schedule pruning and policy enumeration phases need to be implemented for the new platform, as described in Section 3.
Note on Operator Fusion. Deferred realization permits operators to be fused together:
Consider the case when an operator Op is an argument to operator Oc ; for example,
in Listing 1, gather (on line 13) is an argument to map (line 15), which in turn is
an argument to reduce (line 17). If Op can be realized using independent iterations,
then Surge fuses each iteration of Op (producer) with that of Oc (consumer) and thus
eliminates the need for temporary storage required to realize Op.
5. BENCHMARKS

We express five benchmark applications in Surge and evaluate their performance on
both multi-core CPUs and GPUs. To better model a range of real-world applications, the
benchmarks are of varying complexity and are drawn from diverse domains such as linear algebra, machine learning, and physical simulation. Table VI lists our benchmarks,
together with the nested operators used and details about the reference implementations. The remainder of this section describes each benchmark in detail.
5.1. Reduction and Scan

For our first set of benchmarks, we implement parallel reduction and parallel prefix
scan (scan for short) in Surge. Reduction and scan are fundamental parallel computing
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Table VI. List of Benchmarks with Description, Their Core Computation(s) and Details
about Reference Implementations
Benchmark
Reduction

Description
Parallel reduction

Core Computation(s)
mapreduce

Scan

Parallel prefix scan

mapscan, mapreduce

SpMV

Sparse matrix-vector
multiplication

mapreduce

K-Means

K-Means clustering using
LLoyd’s algorithm [Lloyd
1982]
Co-design molecular
dynamics proxy application

reduce_by_keymap,
mapreduce

CoMD

mapreduce, map

Reference
Implementation
Thrust 1.8.2 [Bell and
Hoberock 2011]
Thrust 1.8.2 [Bell and
Hoberock 2011]
GPU: CUSP 0.5.1 [Dalton
et al. 2010], CPU: MKL
11.2 [Intel 2016]
Catanzaro [Catanzaro
2014]
ExMatEx CoMD
1.1 [ExMatEx 2015;
Sakharnykh 2013]

primitives that are widely used as building blocks for more complex algorithms [Merrill
2011]. Given a sequence of input elements x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xN , a prefix element p, and a
binary operator ⊕, the output of a reduction is the scalar value x = p ⊕ x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ · · ·⊕xN
while that of prefix scan is the sequence y0 , y1 , y2 , . . . , yN , where y0 = p and each
yi = yi−1 ⊕ xi−1 .
In the Surge implementation (Listings 3 and 4), the input sequence is first split into
evenly sized tiles that are reduced or scanned in parallel to yield a set of partial results
(or partials). These are processed to obtain the final result of the reduction or scan. For
the computation of partials, the in-built reduce and scan operators are instantiated
within a map, yielding a nested data-parallel algorithm.
5.2. Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

SpMV is a critical operation that is used in many iterative methods for solving largescale linear systems. For this benchmark, we implement the SpMV computation in
Surge, as shown in Listing 1. The sparse matrix and column indices (s_matrix and
s_indices on line 19) are represented as nested sequences, which are internally stored
in a CSR analogue. The outermost map (line 9) processes each row of the matrix. Inside
the body of the lambda that processes a single row, the correct elements of the vector are
first gathered (line 13), multiplied on an element-wise basis with the current matrix
row (line 15), and, finally, summed up to yield the dot product of that row (line 17). Note
that the gather and map on lines 13 and 15 are automatically fused into the reduce on
line 17, eliminating temporaries (see Section 4 for a description of operator fusion).
5.3. k-Means Clustering

k-Means clustering is an important algorithm commonly used in fields such as computer
vision and signal processing. The problem is defined as follows: given a set of N data
points in D-dimensional space RD, and an integer k, determine a set of k points in
RD, called centroids, to minimize the mean-squared distance from each data point to
its nearest centroid. We implement a popular heuristic for k-means clustering called
Lloyd’s algorithm [Lloyd 1982]. Additionally, we use the strategy outlined by Catanzaro
[Catanzaro 2014] and rewrite the distance computation ||x − y||2 as x · x + y · y − 2 · x · y,
where x denotes a point and y a centroid. This refactorization lifts the x · x computation
out of the main k-means loop and enables the use of vendor-optimized GEMM library
calls to efficiently compute x · y.
Given an initial set of k means, Lloyd’s algorithm proceeds by alternating between
two steps: (1) relabeling, which is assigning each point to the cluster with the nearest
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Listing 3. Surge code for parallel reduction.

Listing. 4. Surge code for parallel prefix scan.

centroid, where the distance between points is the Euclidean distance, and (2) centroid
recalculation, which is calculating the new cluster centroids as the mean of the values
of points in the new clusters. While the Surge k-means implementation consists of five
computations, we focus on the more expensive centroid recalculation step, the code for
which is shown in Listing 5. Here the centroids and data points are stored as tiled
sequences (with tile size D) and are obtained by applying a split on flat 1D sequences
stored in row-major format (s_centroids_flat and s_points_flat). Each element of
s_labels, say, s_labels[i], initially contains the label (index) of the closest centroid
for data point i. We sort s_labels to bring all labels of the same centroid together
and store the corresponding point indices in s_indices (which initially holds range(0,
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Listing 5. Surge code for k-means centroid recalculation.

N − 1)). The sum of the points belonging to each centroid can now be obtained through
a segmented reduction of s_points (permuted through s_indices) with key s_labels.
Since each point is itself in D-dimensional space, we use reduce_by_keymap (line 17)
to accomplish this. A simple scaling step (not shown in the Listing) then divides the
resulting points by their correct counts to obtain the new set of centroids.
5.4. Co-Design Molecular Dynamics Proxy

Co-design Molecular Dynamics Proxy (CoMD) is a molecular dynamics proxy application that is part of the ExMatEx project [ExMatEx 2015]. The workloads seen in the
reference CoMD application are representative of those in classical molecular dynamics
applications, which is to identify all pairs of atoms under a radius cutoff and compute
the force between these pairs. While the reference implementation supports methods
of computing Lennard-Jones and Embedded Atom Method (EAM) potentials, we only
consider the EAM potential method in this article.
For this benchmark, we express two algorithms for the EAM potential method for
computing inter-atom forces in Surge. One computes the forces directly (Listing 6),
while the other performs a domain-specific redistribution of atoms to expose more
parallelism before computing the forces (Listing 7). The direct method splits the input
atom space into evenly sized tiles and computes partial energy values for each tile.
The partials are then reduced to obtain the final energy value. In the redistributed
version (Listing 7), the map on line 8 applies the eam_force_functor, which updates a
given atom’s force, energy, and position, to each atom. Note that both algorithms are
expressed in a platform-neutral way and are targetable on both hardware platforms. To
enable selection between these two algorithms, we specify them as algorithmic variants
using Nitro. We thus obtain a two-level selection process where the algorithm is first
selected, followed by the implementation of that algorithm for the target platform.
6. EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate performance and productivity results for the five benchmarks described in Section 5. For each benchmark, both CPU and GPU implementations are automatically generated, and the performances of the best ones for each
platform (found through autotuning) are compared against handwritten reference implementations for that platform.
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Listing 6. Surge code for CoMD inter-atom force calculation (direct version).

Listing 7. Surge code for CoMD inter-atom force calculation (redistributed version).

6.1. Methodology and Hardware Platforms

Our evaluation was run on two hardware platforms: (1) a dual-socket, 32-core Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 CPU (Haswell) running at 2.30GHz and (2) an NVIDIA Tesla
K20c GPU (Kepler generation). The NVIDIA CUDA compiler (NVCC) 8.0RC was
used, and g++-4.8.2 with OpenMP 3.1 was used as the host (CPU) compiler. The
-O3 flag was specified. For the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) results collection,
the Intel compiler v15.0 was used with the KMP_AFFINITY environment variable set to
granularity=fine,scatter. All implementations were run for 100 timing iterations
to collect consistent results. Unless otherwise specified, double precision floating-point
numbers were used in our evaluation.
Once the benchmarks were specified, Surge automatically generated valid implementations for the desired platform, tuned them, and produced the SVM models. Table VII
shows the tuning information for each benchmark, including the features inferred
automatically by Surge (as explained in Section 3.4), number of training and testing
inputs, and size of the search space (number of distinct implementations generated
by Surge). When Nitro builds its model in the offline training phase, it automatically
finds the best variant corresponding to each training input using exhaustive search;
the maximum number of such unique variants across all computations in a benchmark
is listed in the last two columns of Table VII. We observe that although the initial
search space is fairly large, the set of variants for a computation that perform well on
a given platform is relatively small.
Training and Testing Inputs. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the training inputs for
Nitro, due to their domain-specific nature, must be provided by the programmer. For
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Table VII. Features Used, Number of Training and Test Inputs, Size of Search Space, and Number
of Variants for Each Benchmark
Benchmark

Inferred Features

Reduction

#tiles, aspect_ratio

Scan

#tiles, aspect_ratio

SpMV

#rows, avg_rowlen

K-Means

#elements, #tiles,
aspect_ratio
#elements, #tiles,
aspect_ratio

CoMD

#Inputs
Search Space Size
#Training #Testing
GPU
CPU
GPU:8,
8
42
36
CPU:6
GPU:7,
8
90
72
CPU:5
GPU:10,
13
42
36
CPU:6
GPU:5,
7
40
12
CPU:7
GPU:7,
7
48
60
CPU:7

#Variants
GPU
CPU
4
3
4

3

5

4

3

5

4

3

reduction, scan, k-means, and CoMD, we generated synthetic inputs for both training
and testing; for SpMV, we used sparse matrices from the UFL Sparse Matrix Collection [Davis 2011]. To obtain representative training sets, we start with a large pool
of inputs for each benchmark and use Nitro’s active learning heuristic [Muralidharan
et al. 2014] to automatically prune it down and obtain the final training set. The test
sets are mutually distinct from the training set. The third column of Table VII shows
the number of training and test inputs for each benchmark.
6.2. Performance Results

Figures 4 and 5 show performance results for our benchmarks on both hardware platforms. In each graph, points on the x-axis represent different inputs from the test
set, while the y-axis shows performance in terms of throughput. For each benchmark,
we show the performance achieved by the reference and tuned implementations. Note
that the performance data shown for the tuned implementations include feature evaluation and SVM model query time. We also include a comparison with the performance
achievable if the best implementation among all the generated ones were found via
exhaustive search for each test input (lines and bars labeled “Exhaustive”). The average speedups (over the test set) achieved by the tuned Surge implementation over
reference implementations are listed in the second and third columns of Table VIII.
Reduction and Scan. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the performance of reduction and
scan. The tuned version either matches or significantly outperforms the reference
implementations on both platforms for all test inputs. The performance is especially
good on the GPU for small input sizes, where a CUDA warp-based reduction or scan
is automatically selected. For scan on the CPU, it appears that Thrust internally uses
a sequential algorithm, resulting in considerably lower throughput compared to the
parallelized Surge version.
SpMV. Figure 4(c) shows the performance of the Surge SpMV code (shown in Listing 1). We compare against the CUSP CSR Vector and MKL CSR implementations
on the GPU and CPU, respectively. The ability to vary logical warp sizes proves to be
crucial to obtaining good performance on the GPU, as matrices with smaller average
row lengths perform best with smaller logical warp sizes. On matrices with relatively
large average row lengths (for example, rail4284), the preferred execution resource
on CUDA seems to be blocks, as opposed to warps. On the CPU, the tuned version
performs between 80.5% and 128.8% of highly tuned MKL code.
k-Means. For this benchmark, the dimension of each vector is set to 32 and the
number of clusters to 10. The algorithm is run for 100 iterations. The Surge version of k-means uses a reduce_by_keymap operator at the core. On CUDA, the number and size (along both the x and y dimensions) of the CUDA blocks turn out to
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Fig. 4. Reduction, Scan, and CSR SpMV Performance on CUDA and OpenMP.

be the most important parameters, and tuning them enables us to beat the reference implementation for larger input sizes. Figure 5(a) shows the results for this
benchmark.
CoMD. Figure 5(b) shows the performance numbers for CoMD. On the CPU, we see
that the direct approach, which uses mapreduce, works best, while the version that
performs redistribution does well on the GPU. On both platforms, the version selected
by Nitro performs on par with reference implementations.
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Fig. 5. k-Means and CoMD Performance on CUDA and OpenMP.

Tuning and Overheads. Comparing the performance of implementations tuned by
Surge with that of ones found via exhaustive search, we notice that the automatically
constructed SVM models predict the right implementation for the given test inputs in
almost all cases. This implies that the input features added by Surge are highly effective
at predicting good implementations. Also, since the inferred features can be computed
in constant time, and the number of variants is relatively small for all benchmarks, we
observed that the overhead of feature evaluation and SVM model query was negligible
(order of a few microseconds). Since applications may be drawn from various domains,
we do not claim that the inferred features will always be sufficient, or that the feature
evaluation and SVM model query times will always be this low; instead, we believe
that the inferred features, and the integration with Nitro in general, provide a good
starting point for tuning the implementations generated by Surge.
Summary. Overall, the tuned implementations generated by Surge achieve excellent
performance across the board and often beat the performance of the reference implementations. On the GPU, the ability to vary the execution resource, logical warp sizes,
and the number and size of blocks has the most effect on performance. On the CPU, tuning has a less pronounced effect. This is partly because most of the benchmarks operate
on uniformly tiled sequences and hence perform well with the default OpenMP schedule. The notable exception is SpMV, which operates on irregularly nested sequences.
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Fig. 6. CSR SpMV performance w.r.t. changing CUDA logical warp and block sizes.

However, as described by Ohshima et al. [2014], the OpenMP scheduling policy seems
to affect SpMV performance only when the number of nonzeros is extremely high.
6.3. Performance Variation Among Code Variants

In the previous subsection, we demonstrated how Surge was capable of achieving
performance that is on par with handwritten implementations. To better understand
the role that autotuning plays in achieving this performance, we now analyze the
relative performance of code variants with respect to different input datasets and target
architectures. We focus on the SpMV benchmark on the GPU for this experiment and
consider the independentcooperative schedule implemented using CUDA warps. We
vary two parameters: logical warp size (LWS) and CUDA block size (logical_warp_size
and block_size_x in Table IV); the remaining parameters (shown in the first row of
Table V) are set to default values (grain_size and block_size_y to 1.)
Figure 6 (left) shows the effect of varying logical warp size with block size set to
128. Here, the x-axis represents matrices from the SpMV test set, and the y-axis
shows performance in terms of throughput. Each bar represents a different LWS,
and the bar labeled Tuned represents the autotuned version. As the graph shows, no
single LWS is best across the test set, and the best LWS for a matrix depends on
its average row length. Since the latter property is captured during autotuning (see
Section 3.4), the tuned version chooses the correct LWS value in the majority of cases,
with mispredictions typically resulting in the selection of the second-best LWS value.
The only costly misprediction is for the pwtk matrix, which we believe is due to the
model encountering a training matrix with similar nonzeros, but different average row
length. Compared to warp size, the optimal block size primarily depends on the target
architecture. Figure 6 (right) shows the effect of varying block size for the webbase-1M
matrix on two distinct architectures: an NVIDIA Tesla K20c and an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 480. Here, the LWS is set to 4 (optimal value for this matrix) to ensure fair
comparison. As the graph shows, on the K20c, a block size of 128 is optimal; this
remains the case for the rest of the training set as well. However, on the GTX 480, the
optimal block size turns out to be 256. In summary, the relative performance of code
variants changes with different inputs and target architectures, and an autotuning
system that can dynamically select the best variant based on input and architectural
characteristics is essential for achieving optimal performance.
6.4. Productivity Gains

We provide a rough measure of productivity by counting the source lines of code required in Surge to express the core computations of our benchmarks (memory management and other bookkeeping code is not included) and comparing it with the number of
lines required to express the same computation in the reference CUDA and OpenMP
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Table VIII. Average Speedups over GPU and CPU Reference Implementations, and Source
Lines of Code (SLOC) Required for Surge, and GPU and CPU Reference Implementations.
SLOC for SpMV on the CPU Is Unknown as Intel MKL Is Closed-Source
Benchmark
Reduction
Scan
SpMV
K-Means
CoMD

Speedup
GPU
CPU
3.67
1.04
1.26
2.28
1.17
0.93
1.05
0.98
1.01
0.95

Surge
8
19
9
43
71, 78

SLOC
GPU
88
96
55
125
91

CPU
51
63
unknown
71
74

implementations. In the absence of a superior metric, we believe this captures the conciseness of Surge programs, while still maintaining readability. The last three columns
of Table VIII show this comparison.
7. RELATED WORK

Nested Data-Parallelism. A majority of existing nested data-parallel programming
models automatically employ the flattening transformation to convert nested dataparallel operations into flat data-parallel operations [Blelloch 1992; Chakravarty et al.
2007; Bergstrom et al. 2013], which may not be always optimal (see, for example, Keller
et al. [2012]). This is especially true on architectures such as GPUs that expose a hierarchical parallelism structure. The notable exceptions are Copperhead [Catanzaro
et al. 2011] and CuNesl [Zhang and Mueller 2012], which support compiling nested
data-parallel operations to match the hierarchical parallelism available in GPUs. This
mapping to hardware, however, is performed automatically by the CuNesl and Copperhead compilers and, unlike Surge (which exposes schedules and policies as part of the
programming interface), no mechanism is exposed for experimentation with different
mapping and implementation strategies. Lee et al. [2014] describe a framework for
transforming nested data-parallel patterns encoded in a parametrized intermediate
representation (IR) to efficient GPU code. A compiler analyzes the IR, generates a
search space of possible implementations, and then prunes it before generating GPUspecific code. Similarly, Brown et al. [2016] describe an IR named DMLL that can be
targeted from high-level parallel patterns (including nested data-parallel patterns).
A compiler framework performs transformations on the IR to target distributed heterogeneous architectures. Since Surge exposes a relatively higher-level programming
interface, such frameworks and IRs can potentially be targeted from Surge for more
powerful analysis and code generation.
Decoupling Computation and Implementation. Outside the realm of nested dataparallel programming models, the concept of decoupling the specification of a computation from its implementation has been explored in the literature. Some flat data-parallel
models such as Haskell Parseq [Jones and Singh 2009] and Thrust [Bell and Hoberock
2011] support the use of constructs such as par and seq to guide the evaluation of
data-parallel operators. More recently, C++ extensions for parallelism [Hoberock 2016;
Hoberock et al. 2016; Kretz 2016; Edwards et al. 2016] propose the use of execution policies and executors to control the execution of flat data-parallel operators. The Haskell
REPA library [Keller et al. 2010] supports operators such as map and foldAllP and
supports lazy evaluation on numeric arrays. The Galois system [Pingali et al. 2011]
adopts a worklist-based approach to enable parallelization of irregular computations
and supports the use of various decoupled runtime schedulers to process work items
in parallel. Declarative task-based programming models such as Concurrent Collections (CnC) [Budimlić et al. 2010] decouple the high-level program task-graph from its
hardware implementation. Computations at the task-level are then explicitly specified
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using a number of different parallel programming models. Charm++ [Kale and Krishnan 1993] provides an asynchronous message-passing model to describe parallel
programs. Halide [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013] and Elixir [Prountzos et al. 2012] are
domain-specific languages that enable users to decouple the specification of image processing pipelines and graph workloads, respectively, from their implementations using
schedules. The design philosophy of systems such as Halide and Elixir is very similar to that of Surge; the actual definition of schedules, however, naturally differs. For
instance, in Halide, the scheduling representation spans the search space of tradeoffs among locality, parallelism, and redundant recomputation in stencil pipelines.
The Delite domain-specific language compiler framework [Brown et al. 2011] uses
Lightweight Modular Staging [Rompf and Odersky 2010] to build an intermediate representation that can represent both parallel patterns and domain-specific constructs.
The Delite compiler then compiles parts of the IR to Scala, C++, or CUDA. Similarly,
the Lime [Auerbach et al. 2010] compiler generates Java code for the entire program,
plus OpenCL for GPUs and Verilog for FPGAs; the Liquid Metal Runtime [Auerbach
et al. 2012] then selects which compiled code to use. Systems such as OpenMP [Dagum
and Menon 1998] and OpenACC [NVIDIA et al. 2015] and loop transformation frameworks provide directive-based approaches to parallelize sequential code. Our work, in
contrast, is specifically focused on nested data parallelism. Existing systems such as
the ones described above, however, need not be mutually exclusive with Surge. For
example, languages such as CnC define an entirely separate coordination language
within which the programmer describes the data-parallel computation. A combined
system can make use of Surge to provide the finer-grained data parallelism.
Programming Models Supporting Autotuning. Recent work has explored the integration of autotuning into parallel programming models. In Tangram [Chang et al.
2016], expert programmers specify a spectrum of codelets, and the Tangram compiler
composes them to generate new ones; the best codelet is then chosen through autotuning. While both Surge and Tangram target performance portability, Surge exposes
a functional interface consisting of high-level operators and collections for expressing
computations that does not require expert knowledge to generate high-performance
code. Steuwer et al. [2015] describe a system that transforms high-level functional
expressions into OpenCL code using a set of rewrite rules. By exploring the space of
rewrite rules, multiple implementations are generated and autotuned. While the dataparallel operators and the idea of using autotuning to find a suitable implementation
are similar to that of Surge, there are important differences between the two systems:
First, the rewrite rules in the Steuwer framework target only OpenCL, with the assumption that OpenCL can be used to provide performance portability across current
and future architectures; Surge, in comparison, is not restricted to any single platform.
Also, a new set of rewrite rules must be written by an expert programmer to target
every new platform in the Steuwer framework; Surge, however, greatly simplifies this
process by abstracting the dependence structure of operators in a platform-agnostic
way, as described in Section 4.
8. CONCLUSIONS

This article has presented Surge, a new nested data-parallel programming system. The
Surge programming interface, implemented purely as a C++11 library, decouples highlevel specification of computations from low-level implementation details. The code
generation and autotuning subsystems use this two-level mechanism to systematically
generate code for multiple platforms and tune it with respect to both the architecture
and input dataset. For five benchmarks expressed in Surge, we describe how highperformance implementations for GPUs and CPUs are automatically generated and
demonstrate performance that is on par with or better than handcrafted reference
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implementations. With the initial framework in place, we plan to add support for more
platforms and also explore compiler-based techniques for operator transformations.
APPENDIX

Listing 8 shows the full source code for the SpMV benchmark, including all headers
and declarations.
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Listing 8. Full Surge code for SpMV. The platform has been set to CUDA in this example.
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